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Mr. Leo Yodock
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Dear. Mr. Yodock:

Thank you for your letter of August 2, 1999, requesting Federal Highway Administration
acceptance of the “Yodock 2001m Barrier with T3m apparatus” as a crashworthy Type III
barricade for use in work zones on the National Highway System Accompanying your letter was
a copy of the crash test report by Exponent, Inc., and video documentation of the crash test.
You requested that we find the tested device acceptable for use on the National Highway System
under the provisions of National Cooperative Highway Research Program Report 350
“Recommended Procedures for the Safety Performance Evaluation of Highway Features.”

FHWA guidance on crash testing of work zone traffic control devices is contained in two
memoranda. The first,  dated July 25, 1997, titled “Information: Identifying Acceptable Highway
Safety Features,” established four categories of work zone devices: Category I devices were those
lightweight devices which could be self-certified by the vendor, Category II devices were other
lightweight devices which needed individual crash testing, Category III devices were barriers and
other fixed or massive devices also needing crash testing, and Category IV devices were trailer
mounted lighted signs, arrow panels, etc. The second guidance memorandum was issued on
August 28, and is titled “INFORMATION: Crash Tested Work Zone Traffic Control Devices.”
This recent memorandum lists devices that are acceptable under Categories I, II, and III.

Full-scale automobile testing was conducted on your company’s Type III barricade. Two
examples of the device were tested in tandem, one head-on and the next at 90 degrees, as called
for in our guidance memoranda. Each barricade consisted of a polyethylene plastic segment with
three barricade rails and flashing lights. Each Model 2001m segment had a base 460 mm (18
inches) wide, and was 810 mm (32 inches) tall. Inserted at the top of each segment were two
poles for the top “T3m” apparatus consisting of the barricade rails and the warning lights. One
barricade rail is mounted on the face of the barrier segment while the two upper rails are affixed
to the poles. The complete devices as tested are shown in the Enclosure 1. The mass of the
2001m segment itselfwas 36 kg, with the mass increasing to 55 kg with the addition of the T3m
apparatus. Although the Yodock 2001m segments are made to hold water, no water was used in
this test.

The target speed for a Test Level 3 test is 100 km/hr. The actual impact speed of the test vehicle
into the first  barricade was 95.3 km/hr.  NCHRP Report 350 permits a 4 km/hr tolerance on
impact speed. Although the test impact speed was slightly outside this tolerance, observation of



the test results leads us to believe that the results would have been the same had the speed been
within the allowable range.

Test Article Yodock 2001m Type III barricade

Height to Top of Bails 1676 mm

Height to Top of Barrier unit 81 mm

Width of Barrier unit 183mm

Flags or lights Three lights, mass of 1.9 kg each

 Test Article Mass (each) I 55 kg, including rails and lights (

Vehicle Inertial Mass 817 kg

Impact Speed, Head-on 95.3 km/h

Impact Speed, 90 Deg. 90.3 km/h

Velocity Change 1.4 m/s

Vehicle crush Minimal damage to hood, bumper,
lights

Occupant Compart.  Intrusion none

Windshield Damage Head-on none

Windshield Damage 90 Deg. none

Upon impact the T3m  units separated from the “2OOlm” plastic base segments and traveled over
the roof of the test vehicle. One of the upper panels with  lights of the first barricade (head-on hit)
separated from  the uprights. During the tests the most extensive damage was denting of the
bumper and hood, and breakage of lights on the right front of the vehicle. The test article did not
contact the windshield. There was no occupant compartment intrusion or deformation observed,
nor did any test article debris show potential for penetrating the occupant compartment. The .
results of this testing met the FHWA requirements and, therefore, the devices listed in Enclosure
1 are acceptable for use on the National Highway System under the range of conditions tested,
when proposed by a state. Per your request, the “Yodock 200 lm" device may also be used
without the T3m  apparatus as a channelizing  device.

Our acceptance is limited to the crashworthiness characteristics of the device as a barricade
channelizing device, not as a barrier, and does not cover its structural features nor conformity
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with the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. Presumably, you will supply potential users
with sufficient information on design and installation requirements to ensure proper performance.
We anticipate that the States will require certification from Yodock Wall Company that the
hardware furnished  has essentially the same chemistry, mechanical properties, and geometry as
that submitted for acceptance. To prevent misunderstanding by others, this letter of acceptance,
designated as number WZ-22 , shall not be reproduced except in fall.

Parts of the Yodock 2001m Type III barricade are patented and are considered “proprietary.”
The use of proprietary work zone traffic  control devices in Federal-aid projects is generally of a
temporary nature. They are selected by the contractor for use as needed and removed upon
completion of the project. Under such conditions they can be presumed to meet requirement “a”
given below for the use of proprietary products on Federal-aid projects. On the other hand, if
proprietary devices are specified  for use on Federal-aid projects, except exempt, non-NHS
projects, they: (a) must be supplied through competitive bidding with equally suitable unpatented
items; (b) the highway agency must certify that they are essential for synchronization with existing
highwav facilities or that no equally suitable alternative exists or; (c) they must be used for
res
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